Pro-Watch® 4.2
MorphoTrak MA SIGMA Series implements
the design cues from today’s most intuitive
consumer electronics, for fast user adoption.
With all new enhanced fingerprint technology
with additional anti-fraud and anti-“buddy
punching” features, MorphoTrak makes sure
your security is fully met. Thanks to the new
generation Morpho algorithms (MINEX and
FIPS 201 approved) accuracy is maintained
regardless of the number of users. As the
World’s most accurate fingerprint technology,
MorphoTrak is fresh, intutitive, flexible, and
has the aesthetic qualities to meet
your most demanding security needs.

Biometrics
THE KEY TO SUCCESS
partnered with

ENTERTECH SYSTEMS provide marketleading intelligent identity management
solutions to systems integrators and key
markets, including critical infrastructure,
enterprise, education, and many more
verticals. Entertech biometrics for IP
access control systems and workforce
management solutions are purpose-built
to overcome the three main obstacles to
mainstream adoption: cost, complexity
and on-boarding users. BioConnect’s
advanced template management
enables Supremas biometric readers to
be easily integrated with leading global
access control systems.

The final piece to your
integration puzzle!
For more information:
www.honeywellintegrated.com
Automation and Control Solutions
Honeywell Integrated Security
2700 Blankenbaker Pkwy,
Suite 150, Louisville, KY 40299
1.800.323.4576
www.honeywell.com
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Intended to truly offer a one-of-a kind
integration platform, Pro-Watch® 4.2
offers numerous lockset and biometric
choices to meet your specific demands.
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Check out the benefits and features
each company provides!
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Designed with an
open platform that
offers integration,
scale, and flexibility,
Pro-Watch® 4.2
delivers the ideal
blend of versatility
and cost-effective
performance.
Save time and
money while gaining
a system that
performs at the
highest of levels.

Aperio is a global wireless
platform that allows you to expand your
access control footprint—quickly, easily,
and affordably—using existing platforms
you trust. Aperio technology reduces the cost
and inconvenience of traditional access control –
without the hassle of complex site surveys.
It utilizes local wireless communication between
the lock and a communications hub to connect
to an online electronic access control system.
This offers facilities an easy, affordable way to
expand the reach of existing access control
systems and secure additional openings.
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Sallis technology enables users to expand their
existing access control system for a much more powerful
solution. This cost effective solution provides opportunities to
extend the reach of your existing access control system to
areas traditionally under lock and key. The stand alone wireless
devices are easy to install and they permit you to use existing
credentials to avoid expensive migration costs. Thanks to the
huge range of Salto products, virtually any kind of door can be
equipped with Sallis stand alone access control technology.

Schlage AD Series locks combine the
components typically found around the
door (reader and exit switch) into one cost
effective unit. This not only saves costs
but the integration simplifies installation.
And since they are designed to be
modular, Schlage AD Series locks can
easily be upgraded in the future to meet
your changing security and technology
requirements. AD Series wireless locks
provide many of the key benefits
of a hardwired system including
real-time monitoring, audit
trails, centralized lockdown
and instant access
control management.

